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ABSTRACT 

A study of the effectiveness of strip cutting to induce 
regeneration was begun in 1954 in dense, 100-year-old, upland 
black spruce stands in central Newfoundland. At 5, 10, and 
15 years after cutting, stocking to black spruce regeneration 
was 47, 56, and 57% respectively on cutover strips, as com
pared with only 11, 26, and 23% on an adjacent large clear-cut 
area. On cutover strips containing bulldozed strip roads 
stocking was 57 and 63% at 5 and 10 years after logging. It is 
evident that a system of partial cutting followed by scarifica
tion will induce adequate natural regeneration in these stands. 
However, if large areas are clear-cut, seeding or planting in 
addition to scarification will have to be carried out to ensure 
adequate stocking. 

RESUME 

En 1954, dans Ie centre de l'ile de Terre-Neuve, debuta 
une experience sur l'efficacite de la coupe par bandes pour 
les fins de regeneration de peuplements denses d'Epinette noire 
(Picea mariana) ages de cent ans et croissant dans un sol bien 
draine. Cinq, dix et quinze ans apres les coupes, les bandes 
se repeuplaient en Epinette noire sur respectivement 47, 56 
et 57% de leur tapis vegetal, compare all, 26 et 23% dans les 
secteurs voisins coupes a blanc-estoc. Et dans les bandes ou 
avec Ie bulldozer on avait partiellement mis a nu Ie sol (con
struction de pistes), Ie repeuplement montait a 57 et 63% apres 
5 et 10 ans. II ressort qu'un traitement par coupes partielles, 
suivi de scarifiage, assurera ici une regeneration adequate. 
Par contre, apres une coupe a blanc-estoc sur de vastes super
ficies, il faudra en outre semer ou planter cette essence 
forestiere. 
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STRIP CUTTING BLACK SPRUCE 
IN CENTRAL NEWFOUNDLAND 

TO INDUCE REGENERATION 

by 

R. S. van Nostrand1 

INTRODUCTION 

Many of the stands in central Newfoundland (Forest Section B28a, 
Rowe, 1959) originated from fire. Some of these stands are pure black 
spruce (Picea mariana (Mill. ) BSP. ), some are pure balsam fir (Abies baZ
samea (L. ) Mill. ), and others consist of various mixtures of softwoods and 
hardwoods. Regeneration following clear-cutting (the normal harvesting 
practice in Newfoundland) is generally adequate (Nickerson, 1969). However, 
surveys conducted in 1952 showed that black spruce cutovers on some portions 
of the Southwest Gander River limits of Bowaters Newfoundland Limited were 
less than 20% stocked to softwood regeneration 4 to 5 years after clear
cutting. Observations suggested that inadequate seed supply was a major 
factor limiting reproduction. So in 1952, strip cutting was begun by the 
Bowater company in an attempt to provide a seed supply. In 1954 a study 
was begun, by the Canadian Forestry Service in cooperation with the company, 
to determine if progressive strip cutting would induce adequate regeneration. 

This report summarizes regeneration development, describes some 
of the ecological changes that have taken place during a l5-year period 
following cutting, and discusses some silvicultural implications in relation 
to present logging methods. 

DESCRIPTION OF AREA 

The stands with which this study is concerned originated from a 
fire that occurred in 1867. They are composed almost entirely of dense 
black spruce. They contain from 2,000 to 4,500 stems per acre with an 
average breast height diameter of 3 to 4 inches, have an approximate average 
height of 35 feet, and yield about 25 cords of pulpwood per acre. Other 
species are white birch (Betula papyrifera Marsh. ), aspen (PopuZus tremu
Zoides Michx. ), white pine (Pinus strobus L. ) and balsam fir (Abies baZsamea 

lResearch Officer, Canadian Forestry Service, Department of Fisheries and 
Forestry, St. John's, Newfoundland. 
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(L. ) Mill.). Most of the forest floor is carpeted with feather mosses, and 
the organic layer is a mor from 5 to 10 inches thick. Herbs are rare, but 
KaZmia angustifoZia L. is common and occurs in small patches and as single 
stems. The soil is generally an orterde podzol developed on a well-drained 
loamy-textured parent till material. 

METHODS 

A series of parallel 100-foot-wide strips was clear-cut in 1954. 
Alternate uncut strips approximately 200 feet wide were left to provide a 
seed supply. The strips were oriented in a general east-west direction, at 
right angles to the rolling topography. Wood was removed during the winter 
over haul roads constructed down the middle of each cut strip. During this 
operation the organic layer on the haul roads was compacted, but mineral soil 
was not exposed. Slash up to 3 feet deep covered most of the remaining area. 

Five years later, in the fall of 1959, a new 100-foot-wide strip 
was clear-cut on each side of every second strip cut in 1954. As a result, 
100-foot-wide uncut strips were left between alternate 300-foot- and 100-
foot-wide cut strips (Figure 1). During this second phase of the operation 
wood was removed along bulldozed haul roads in the center of each new strip 
(Figure 2). Considerable areas of mineral soil were exposed, and a seedbed 
medium not present on the original strips was thus created. 

In May 1955 five transect plots, each consisting of two adjacent 
rows of milacre quadrats, were established across each of three cut strips 
at 2-chain intervals (Figure 1). From 1955 to 1960 annual spring records 
were kept of all softwood and white birch regeneration, seedbed distribution, 
slash cover changes, and changes in the occurrence of Kalmia angustifoZia L. , 
the main ericaceous shrub. Each year new seedlings were marked with dif
ferently colored wooden pegs, and records were kept of seedling establishment 
and mortality by seedbed type. 

In 1960 five plots, similar to those set out in 1955, were estab
lished on each of four newly cut strips. Annual spring records similar to 
those for the original plots were maintained until 1964. The birch tally, 
however, was discontinued after the second year. 

The types of seedbeds recognized were: 

(1) Feather moss - classified as either living or dead - a moss carpet 
consisting of PZeurozium schreberi (BSG.) Mitt., Hypnum crista
castrensis Hedw., and HyZocomium spZendens (Hedw.) BSG.; 

(2) Sphagnum moss - small patches or cushions of sphagnum spp. found 
scattered throughout the area; 

(3) Humus - partially decomposed organic matter (mor); 

(4) Decayed wood - moss-covered decaying logs and stumps; 

(5) Mineral soil - exposed A and B horizons found only on or along the 
edges of the bulldozed haul roads (Figure 3). 
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In the spring of 1965 and again in the fall of 1969 seedling 
counts were made on all plots. Seedbed and slash distribution, occurrence 
of Kalmia, and the height of the tallest spruce seedling in each quadrat 
were recorded. 

In 1959, 1964, and 1969, a stocked quadrat survey was made on an 
adjacent area that had been clear-cut during normal logging operations in 
1953-54. As soils and sites were similar to those on the strip-cut area, 
the survey results provide comparable stocking data for the two types of 
operation at periods of 5, 10, and 15 years after cutting. 

Black spruce layers were common on the strips cut in 1954. So an 
attempt was made to assess the contribution these stems might make to the 
future stand. In 1960, 5 years after cutting, all layers were tagged. In 
1965 a retally was made of these tagged trees and each was assessed as 
having a good, fair, or poor chance of becoming merchantable. A further 
partial tally was made in 1969. 

Data from the two sets of plots established on the strips in 1955 
and 1960 are treated and compared as belonging to two separate studies, 
except the data for seedbed receptivity and for seedling mortality. Study 1 
consists of the 15 plots established in 1955, tallied annually through 1960 
and again in 1965 and 1969, for a IS-year study. Study 2 consists of the 
20 plots established in 1960, tallied annually through 1965 and again in 
1969, for a 10-year study. 

Mortality values for each seedling age class were calculated from 
a number of seedling lots, each germinating in a different year. For 
example, the percentage mortality values for l-year-old seedlings represent 
mean values for seedlings germinating in 8 different years. Similarly the 
values for 2-, 3-, and 4-year-old seedlings represent mean values for seed
lings germinating in 6, 4, and 2 different years respectively. This partly 
balances out differences in mortality which may have been caused by annual 
variations in climate. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Seedling Establishment 

A general picture of spruce seedling establishment is presented 
in Figures 4 to 6. The greater number of seedlings on Study Area 2 than on 
Study Area 1 at any given time after cutting (Figure 5) has been attributed 
to the presence of mineral-soil seedbeds. 

Percent stocking (Figure 6) was also consistently greater in 
Study 2 than in Study 1. Even so, it was only 57% in Study 2 after 5 years, 
and this indicates that many of the seedbeds were not suitable for estab
lishment of black spruce. 
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Stocking success on the clear-cut area at 5, 10, and 15 years 
after logging (Figure 6) was less than half that on the strip-cut areas. 
This tends to confirm the theory that lack of seed supply is one of the 
main factors limiting reproduction on the large clear-cuts. 

A general levelling-off in number of seedlings and stocking per
cent occurs on both study areas after 5 years. From the fifth to the fif
teenth year there was a net gain of less than 150 spruce seedlings per 
acre and an increase of only 10% in stocking on Study Area 1. Study 2 had 
a net loss of 2,300 seedlings per acre and an increase of only 6% in stock
ing from the fifth to the tenth year. This considerable decrease in numbers 
is attributed to severe competition caused by over-crowding on the mineral 
soil seedbeds. 

According to Candy's (1951) criterion, moderate stocking (40 to 
59%) was attained on Study Area 2 about 5 years after logging, but 10 years 
were required to achieve the same level on Study Area 1 (Figure 6). Seedling 
distribution and density are relatively uniform on all parts of the strips 
of Study 1. In Study 2, however, seedling occurrence and abundance are 
greater on the haul roads than on the remainder of the strips. 

Receptivity of Seedbeds 

The distribution of spruce seedlings by seedbeds for the first 5 
years after cutting is given in Table 1. On Study Area 1 most seedlings 
present after 5 years originated in feather moss and sphagnum, but on Study 
Area 2 most originated on mineral soil. In this area, in fact, minera1-
soil seedbeds supported more than five times as many seedlings as all other 
seedbeds combined (Figure 5). 

The mean number of spruce occurring on quadrats with only organic 
seedbeds was two. The mean number of seedlings on quadrats containing 
mineral soil was 28, but many such quadrats supported well over 100 seed
lings. However, not all exposed mineral soil was receptive. Most of the 
spruce seedlings appeared along the centers and edges of the roads where 
soil had not been compacted or where there had been some mixing with organic 
matter (Figure 7). 

The superiority of mineral soil as a seedbed is further demon
strated in Table 2, which shows the occurrence of seedbed types, the percent 
of observed seedlings found on them, and the ratio of percent of observed 
seedlings to percent of seedbed type. 

Seedling Height Growth 

Spruce height development, based on the height of the tallest 
stem on each quadrat, is shown in Table 3. In general, seedlings origina
ting on mineral soil and humus showed slightly superior height growth to 
those growing on the other media; those on sphagnum moss and decayed wood 
showed the poorest development. 
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TABLE 1. DISTRIBUTION OF SPRUCE SEEDLINGS FOR THE FIRST 5 YEARS AFTER 
CUTTING BY SEEDBED TYPE 

Seedbed 

Feather moss 

Sphagnum 

Humus 

Decayed wood 

TOTAL 

Feather moss 

Sphagnum 

Humus 

Decayed wood 

Mineral soil 

TOTAL 

(numbers per acre and percent of total) 

1 

Per 
acre % 

o o 

123 86 

2 1 

18 13 

Years from cutting 

2 3 

Per Per 
acre % acre % 

Study 1 (439 quadrats) 

6 3 

174 72 

40 17 

20 8 

206 34 

283 47 

74 13 

38 6 

Per 
acre 

407 

607 

157 

62 

4 

% 

33 

49 

13 

5 

5 

Per 
acre % 

779 43 

798 44 

186 10 

59 3 

143 100 240 100 601 100 1,233 100 1,822 100 

107 44 

119 49 

2 1 

7 3 

7 3 

242 100 

Study 2 (544 quadrats) 

250 19 369 11 

162 13 248 7 

33 3 167 5 

15 1 13 0 

829 64 2, 665 77 

1,289 100 3, 462 100 

9 

492 7 579 6 

412 6 538 5 

361 5 440 4 

22 0 35 0 

5,628 82 8, 738 85 

6,915 100 10,330 100 



TABLE OCCURRENCE BLACK SPRUCE SEEDLINGS 

SEEDBED �ffiDIA 5 YEARS AFTER CUTTING 

Seedbed 

media 

Feather moss 

Hineral il 

*Less than .5%. 

58 

* 

5 

9 

Seed occurrence 

6 

4 

* 

5 

85 

TO OCCURRENCE OF 

o. 

0.5 

1.0 

2. 



I-' 
I-' 

Seedbed 

Feather moss 

Sphagnum moss 

Humus 

Decayed wood 

All organic 
seedbeds 

Mineral soil 

TABLE 3. MEAN HEIGHT BASED ON THE TALLEST SPRUCE PER STOCKED QUADRAT 

5 years 10 years 15 years 

Study 2 Study 1 Study 2 Study 1 

Height Stocked Height Stocked Height Stocked Height Stocked 
(inches) quadrats (inches) quadrats (inches) quadrats (inches) quadrats 

- - - - 23 146 40 193 

- - - - 20 26 34 22 

- - - - 25 24 52 30 

- - - - 13 5 39 7 

4.8 173 21.5 243 22.5 201 40.9 252 

8.6 135 0 0 31 140 0 0 

-----------------------------



Seedling Mortality 

Percent mortality among 1- to 4-year-old seedlings, by seedbed 
type, is shown in Table 4. Decayed wood appears to be the poorest seedbed, 
since percent mortality for all age classes was highest on this medium, 
averaging 22% for the 5-year total. Much of the mortality on this seedbed 
has been attributed to moisture deficiencies, which probably developed 
during hot weather. Mean 5-year total mortality for all other media was 
about 9% with little variation between media. For all seedbed types 
mortality averaged about 11% for l-year-old seedlings and dropped to about 
4% for 2- and 3-year-old seedlings and to about 3% for 4-year-old seedlings. 
This trend of mortality decreasing with age indicates that seedlings are 
becoming better established. 

Spruce Layers 

In 1960 about 800 layers per acre occupied 18% of the quadrats on 
Study Area 1. In 1965, 10 years after cutting, about 690 per acre remained, 
and they occupied 17% of the quadrats. Of those present only 39% (270 per 
acre) were given a reasonable chance of becoming merchantable. These stems 
contribute an additional 6% to the overall stocking, bringing the totals 
for Study 1 to 53 and 62%, 5 and 10 years after logging. 

Other Species 

Reproduction statistics for balsam fir, white pine, and white 
birch are shown in Table 5. White birch seems to be the only species that 
may contribute significantly to the future stand, and this is only on Study 
Area 2. The large difference in numbers between the two studies is again 
due to the presence of mineral-soil seedbeds. Virtually every quadrat 
containing mineral soil supported some birch seedlings. Almost all of the 
birch on the organic seedbeds had originated from stump sprouts. After 
10 and 15 years the mean heights of the tallest birch on each quadrat were 
35 and 49 inches respectively. About half of this reproduction showed 
evidence of moose browsing. 

Seedbed Changes 

The changes that occurred in the proportions of the various seed
bed media during the 15 years after cutting are given in Table 6. Probably 
the most noteworthy feature is the apparent increase in living sphagnum and 
feather moss on Study Area 1. Exposure due to removal of the tree canopy 
often kills these species, and this has happened along the north side of 
the strips and along the edges of the haul roads. However, the uncovering 
of additional moss as the slash deteriorates (from 51 to 10% for Study 1, 
and from 35 to 16% for Study 2) more than makes up for the moss that dies. 
Presumably, the shade provided by the regeneration and by developing woody 
shrubs is enough to keep the newly exposed moss alive. 
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I-" 
W 

Seedbed media 

Feather moss 

Humus 

Decayed wood 

Sphagnum 

Mineral soil 

All seedbeds 

Number of 
seedling lots 

TABLE 4. MORTALITY OF BLACK SPRUCE SEEDLINGS, BY AGE CLASS 

1 year old 2 years old 3 years old 4 years old 

+J +J +J +J 
»s:: til Q) »s:: til Q) »s:: til Q) »s:: til Q) 
+J Q) 0Il..-! +J Q) 0Il..-! +J Q) 0Il..-! +J Q) 0Il..-! 
.,-l () .� ft .,-l () .� � ..-l () .� � ',-l () .� � ..-! � ..-! � ..-! � ..-! � 
til Q) ..-! til til Q) ..-! til til Q) ..-! til til Q) ..-! til 
+J P. '0 til +J P. '0 til +J P. '0 til +J P. '0 til 
� Q) � s:: 

Q) � Q) � Q) 
o s:: Q) s:: Q) s:: o s:: Q) s:: o s:: Q) s:: 

� .,-l tI.l ',-l � .,-l tI.l .,-l � ..-l tI.l ',-l � .,-l tI.l ..-l 

9. 5 484 4. 8 292 4. 8 126 5. 9 34 

12. 1 281 5. 2 115 6. 3 32 - -

15. 2 46 11. 1 27 7.1 14 33. 3 6 

10. 7 551 5. 7 264 7. 5 146 0. 0 73 

11. 3 3,255 3. 8 1, 356 1.7 355 0. 0 1 

11. 1 4, 617 4. 3 2,054 3. 9 673 3. 5 114 

8 6 4 2 

-... -- -------.. --�-.---...... ---.. -- .. �� -------------�- -- ---------... -- - -�-.. - L..-..-_ .. _- - - - -------- -- _L.- --- -

5-year total 

+J 
»s:: til Q) 

+J Q) 0Il..-! 
',-l () .� � ..-! � 
til Q) ..-! til 

+J P. '0 til 
� Q) 
o s:: Q) s:: 

� ',-l tI.l ..-l 

9. 4 725 

11. 5 364 

22. 0 59 

11. 7 728 

8. 2 5,179 

9. 0 7,055 
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TABLE 5. REGENERATION STATISTICS FOR BALSAM FIR, WHITE PINE, AND WHITE BIRCH 

Study 1 

Years 
from 

Balsam fir White pine White birch cutting 

Number* %** Heightt Number * %** Heightt Number* %** Heightt 

1 - - - 11 1 - 91 2 -

2 2 0 - 11 1 - 49 2 -

3 6 1 - 42 3 - 44 3 -

4 8 1 - 86 6 - 211 9 -

5 6 1 - III 9 - 244 10 -

10 9 1 - 98 9 - - - -

15 7 1 42 " 112 8 49" 205 10 49" 

Study 2 

1 6 0 - 17 2 - 9 0 -

2 22 1 - 36 4 - 4,614 24 -

3 24 2 - 49 5 - - - -

4 24 2 - 65 6 - - - -

5 26 2 - 68 6 - - - -

10 22 1 19" 90 4 14" 4, 377 42 35" 

15 - - - - - - - - -

*Number of living seedlings per acre. 

**Percentage of quadrats stocked. 

tMean height based on tallest seedling in each quadrat. 
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TABLE 6. CHANGES IN THE PERCENTAGE OF THE AREA COVERED BY SEEDBED MEDIA 
AND SLASH 

Exposed 
Years from live moss* Dead moss 

cutting Sl** S2** Sl S2 

0 44 38 0 1 

1 25 35 23 3 

2 - 27 - 17 

3 32 27 24 18 

4 42 29 13 18 

5 50 30 18 18 

10 55 38 17 9 

15 63 - 15 -

*Feather moss and sphagnum species. 

**Studies 1 and 2. 

Decayed Mineral 
Humus wood soil Slash 
Sl S2 Sl S2 Sl S2 Sl S2 

2 5 3 0 0 21 51 35 

3 6 1 0 0 21 48 35 

3 6 1 0 0 21 42 29 

5 6 1 0 0 21 38 28 

10 6 1 0 0 21 34 26 

7 6 1 0 0 21 24 25 

9 15 0 0 0 22 19 16 

12 - 0 - 0 - 10 -

Discrepancies in the proportions of dead moss and humus from year 
to year are partly the result of not being sure when a moss is dead and 
when dead moss should be classed as humus. The area of mineral soil has 
remained unchanged, but some PoZytricum spp. and Dicranum spp. have begun 
to invade the haul roads, particularly where protection is afforded by 
spruce and birch seedlings. 

Development of KaZmia 

KaZmia was present in clusters and as single stems throughout the 
uncut stand. Figures 8 and 9 illustrate the increase in occurrence and 
percent cover of this shrub on both study areas after cutting. The per
centage of quadrats supporting KaZmia rose from about 30% immediately after 
cutting to 85% 15 years later. Similarly cover degree increased from about 
5 to 35% during the same period. It is noteworthy that stocking to spruce 
in 1969 on areas with relatively dense KaZmia cover throughout the duration 
of the experiment was less than half that on areas with relatively light 
KaZmia cover (Figure 10). 
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This study and reports by other workers - Dickson and Nickerson, 2 Vincent 
(1965), Waldron (1966), and Jarvis and Cayford (1967) - clearly demonstrate 
that sphagnum moss and exposed mineral soil are most receptive to seedling 
establishment. However, while sphagnum moss provides an excellent germina
ting medium, it lacks sufficient nutrients to produce healthy seedlings. 
Many 5- to 10-year-old seedlings on this meJium are only 2 or 3 inches high 
and are chlorotic. Therefore, exposed mineral soil is much the preferred 
medium. 

Since the study was begun, pulpwood logging methods have been 
revolutionized. While extensive clear-cutting is still the common practice 
in Newfoundland, the cut-and-pile shortwood system has been replaced largely 
by the tree-length system, in which wood is forwarded from the stump by 
wheeled skidders. Despite this use of heavy machinery, however, the amount 
of ground scarified on a typical cutover is little different from that of 
a cutover logged by the older system. Arnott (1968), for instance, con
cluded from his studies of skidder-logged areas in Quebec that only 15 to 
20% of a clear-cut was affected by the wheels of the skidders and that less 
than 10% of the ground surface was disturbed enough to expose mineral soil. 
Both Horton (1965) in Ontario and Squires (1966) in Newfoundland reported 
finding little exposed mineral soil in their surveys of skidder-logged areas. 

It would appear, therefore, that adequate softwood regeneration 
will not be obtained on extensive clear-cuts of the stands discussed in this 
report when they are logged by present methods. However, equipment for 
postcutting site preparation and improvements in seeding and planting tech
niques have made artificial restocking of such areas feasible. Scarification 
trials on cutover lands in Newfoundland (Wilton and Salter, 1969) have 
demonstrated that heavy scarifying equipment designed in recent years will 
readily create the desirable mineral-soil seedbeds. Other studies have 
shown that adequate stocking to softwoods can be obtained by seeding these 
seedbeds when they are created on either burned (Wilton, 1970) or unburned3 

cutovers. 

Scarification will undoubtedly encourage white birch regeneration, 
and in central Newfoundland this species will almost invariably form part of 
any new stand on upland sites. A birch content, however, should be benefi
cial, by increasing the available soil nutrients through improved nutrient
cycling and by allowing more light to reach the forest floor, thus hastening 
the breakdown of organic materials (Bhure, 1970). 

2Dickson , W.A. and D.E. Nickerson. 1958. Factors affecting natural regen
eration on cut-over and burned over lands, Newfoundland. Can. Dep. Northern 
Aff. Nat. Resources, Forest. Br., Forest Res. Div. Mimeogr. S and M 58-3 
(unpublished). 

3Wilton , W.C. Unpublished data. 
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SUMMARY 

Dense, 100-year-old, fire-type black spruce stands on the Southwest 
Gander River watershed in central Newfoundland had failed to regenerate 
adequately 4 to 5 years after clear-cutting. In 1954, a large-scale strip
cutting experiment was initiated in an attempt to induce adequate regen
eration on the cutovers. The operation consisted in clear-cutting a series 
of parallel 100-foot-wide strips separated by uncut strips 200 feet wide. 
After 5 years a second 100-foot-wide strip was cut on either side of every 
second original strip. Each of these new strips contained an exposed 
mineral-soil haul road not present on the original strips. In 1955 and in 
1960 transect plots, consisting of contiguous rows of milacre quadrats, were 
established across some of the newly cut strips. Annual spring remeasure
ments were made on both sets of plots for the first 5 years, and were 
remeasured again at the end of 10 years. In addition, a l5-year remeasure
ment was made on the original set of plots. These two sets of plots were 
treated and compared as two separate studies. At each remeasurement records 
were kept of seedling establishment and mortality, and changes in seedbed 
media, slash, and the abundance of the ericaceous shrub RaZmia angustifoZia. 

On cut strips containing no exposed mineral soil (Study 1) , stocking 
to spruce seedlings at 5, 10, and 15 years after cutting was 47, 56, and 57% 
respectively. The numbers of seedlings per acre reached about 1,800 at 5 
years and increased to 2,000 after 15 years. Potentially merchantable black 
spruce layers numbered about 270 per acre after 10 years, and these contri
buted an additional 6% to the spruce stocking. These results are consider
ably better than stockings of 11, 26, and 23% at 5, 10, and 15 years res
pectively for equivalent seedbeds on a clear-cut control area. 

On strips containing mineral-soil haul roads (Study 2) , stocking to 
spruce was increased. At 5 and 10 years after cutting stocking was 57 and 
63% and the numbers of seedlings were 10,000 and 8,000, respectively. 

White birch, the only other species that may contribute signifi
cantly to the future stand, reached almost 4,400 stems per acre and 42% 
stocking after 10 years on strips containing mineral soil. On strips with 
no mineral soil only 200 stems per acre and 10% stocking were recorded. 

Mineral soil was by far the most receptive medium for seedling 
establishment. It was almost three times more receptive than patches of 
sphagnum moss, which was the next best medium. Stocking on deep feather 
moss, which was the predominant seedbed medium, was poor in comparison with 
that on sphagnum and mineral soil. 

The mortality of spruce seedlings was greatest in the early years 
for all seedbed media. Mean total mortality for all media after 5 years was 
9% with little variation between media (with the exception of decayed wood, 
which supports less than 1% of the total number of seedlings) . 
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The most significant changes in distribution of ground cover 
involved slash and living feather moss. As the protective slash cover 
decreased from 43% of the area immediately after cutting to about 10% 15 
years later, the visible area of living mosses increased. After 15 years 
about 63% of the total cut area was still covered with a carpet of living 
mosses. The occurrence of Kalmia angustifoZia increased markedly after 
cutting, and in some dense patches severely hampered the establishment of 
regeneration. 

Strip cutting upland black spruce stands, of the type discussed 
in this report, will produce adequate softwood stocking within 5 to 10 
years, but clear-cutting such stands, even with current mechanical logging 
techniques, will not. It is suggested that adequate regeneration may be 
obtained quickly by mechanically scarifying strip-cut or clear-cut areas� 
Where there is no natural seed source, artificial seeding or planting must 
follow scarification. 
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